Short-term potentiation of off-responses in turtle horizontal cells.
Depolarizing responses to light off were studied in turtle horizontal cells using intracellular recording in the everted eyecup preparation. In many cells the off-response showed two components (fast and slow) which could overshoot beyond the steady-state dark level. The peak amplitudes of the fast and slow components increased with increasing duration of the light stimulus. A similar enhancement of the off-responses could also be produced by repetitive stimulation with brief flashes. However, the degree of enhancement produced by repetitive stimulation was greater than could be produced by increasing stimulus duration, and the latency of the onset of depolarization was longer, suggesting that the enhancement produced by repetitive stimulation involves an additional mechanism. Dramatic enhancement of the off-response by stimuli which did not affect the on-response during light indicates that the off-response may contain information not present in the on-response. The fast component of the off-response was suppressed to a greater degree than other components by reducing extracellular calcium or in the presence of 500 microM cobalt, suggesting that this component may involve a calcium current.